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Fig. 8. Potential profile and the wave function at a resonance denoted by the
arrow in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustration of the simplified model used for phonon
calculation. (b) Simulation procedure.
arrow in Fig. 7. Note that the wave function is virtually local-
ized in one quantum dot under the applied voltage, leading to
extremely sharp resonance peaks in Fig. 7.
Secondly, thephononnormal modes inthenc-Sisystem were
calculatedusingthelinearchainmodel,thatis,onlyone-dimen-
sional longitudinal displacements were taken into account. As
each nc-Si in the PS diode can be regarded as Si dot surrounded
by thin oxide layer [2], we considered a superlattice of Si layer
and oxide layer as shown in Fig. 9(a). The mass of Si and O
atoms were set based on their atomic weights, that is, 1.0 and
8/14, respectively. The spring constants between Si-Si and Si-O
bonds were assumed based on the Young’s modulus of bulk Si
and SiO , that is, 1.0 and 0.4, respectively. For simplicity, the
distance between two atoms is set unity. We considered a chain
of 1200 atoms satisfying the periodic boundary condition. One
unit cell contains 40 atoms, and each remote end of the unit cell
is defined as oxide layer. The oxide layer was assumed to com-
prise two Si and two O atoms alternating with each other, that
is, Si-O-Si-O. The calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 9(b).
The phononic states can be obtained by solving the equations
Fig. 10. Density of states of the phonons in a chain of nanocrystalline Si dots
plotted as a function of phonon energy. The inset shows the result calculated for
bulk Si.
of motion for 1200 atoms. We assumed that only neighboring
atoms interact, and that the potential energy is given as the
quadratic form of displacement as in harmonic oscillators. The
stationary wave solutions are given by solving an eigenequa-
tion, dimension of which can be reduced to 40 by taking the
translational symmetry into account. Eigenfunctions give the
wave forms of atomic displacement, and eigenvalues plotted
as a function of wave vector give dispersion relationship and
density of states of phonon. Fig. 10 shows the density of states
(DOS) as a function of phonon energy, and the inset shows that
ofbulkSiforcomparison.NotethattheDOSofthenc-Sisystem
showsenergygaps.Especially,theDOSisfullyquantizedinthe
high-energy (frequency) region, showing several sharp peaks.
In this region, neighboring atoms displace in opposite direc-
tions, and displacements vanishin theoxidelayers. Thisis anal-
ogous to the phonon confinement known for superlattice struc-
ture of III-V compound semiconductors. In this paper, we refer
to such phonon modes as “confined optical phonons”, and the
other modes as “acoustic phonons”. Fig. 11(a) shows displace-
ments of 1200 atoms calculated for an acoustic phonon mode at
the arrow in Fig. 10. Note that the displacement wave form is
slightly different from the plain wave seen in bulk Si. Fig. 11(b)
shows the strain caused by the phonon, which is defined as the
differentiation of the displacements by position. The solid line
shows the strain in the nc-Si system, and the broken line shows
the result calculated for bulk Si. It is important to note that the
straininthenc-Sisystemhaslargeamplitudeintheoxidelayers
compared to that in Si regions. As a result, the strain in the Si
regions has smaller amplitude in the nc-Si system than in the
bulk Si. In other words, in the nc-Si system, the strain in the Si
regions is weakened due to the mechanically soft oxide layers.
Calculations demonstrated above indicate a possibility of
suppression of electron energy relaxation in the nc-Si system.
As seen in Fig. 8, the electron wave length varies in space
under an electric field. Scattering rate should then decrease
unless the transition occurs between resonant states. This
energy selection may restrict electron energy relaxation in the
nc-Si system. Similarly, Fig. 10 and 11 indicate reduction of
the phonon scattering rate for electrons confined in nc-Si dots.